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Group aims for gay-safe culture
Teachers pull together resources to promote an equitable learning environment
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A 2010 survey conducted by
the Middle School Gay Straight
Alliance, stated that 92% of Park
middle school students hear the
word gay used in a derogatory
manner. To help spark a cultural
shift, Middle School teachers
Rich Espey and Geoff Meyers
co-directed a summer Faculty
and Curricular Advancement
(FACA ) project entitled Putting
“Gay” in a Positive Context.
“We talk about being really
open and accepting at Park, and
part of that is definitely being gay
friendly,” said Espey. The FACA
researched the importance of safe
space stickers on classrooms, rejuvenated Gay Straight Alliance
initiatives, and searched for new
resources to add into curricula.
Christine Tillman, Upper
School Visual Arts teacher, was
also a member of the FACA. “A
lot of the time I’d see Carolyn
[Cooper, MS Language Arts]
and Geoff poring over books
from the library trying to find
interesting classroom resources
showing fully developed gay
characters,” she said. According to Espey these things could
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Marla Hollandsworth, Rich Espey, and Krista Dhruv continue
work begun during a summer grant entitled Putting “Gay” in
a Positive Context.

“change school culture and normative beliefs at Park.”
Teachers spent their time reading novels, watching movies, and
discussing news articles to find
classroom resources, and to compile the “Tenets for Understanding Sexual Orientation,” the core
document of the FACA research.
According to the FACA’s wiki
page at parkgayresources.pbworks.com, the tenets are “core

research based understandings
that are essential for a safe, affirming, and equitable learning
environment.”
Within “The Tenets for Understanding Sexual Orientation”
there is also a list of “12 Things
You Can do Right Now” to affirm students in classrooms at
Park. Besides challenging antigay language, this list encourages teachers to “include all kinds

of families when discussing and
doing activities about “families,”
and “accept students’ expressions
of gender.”
“It isn’t so much that everyone is using gay negatively, but
that students aren’t hearing ‘gay’
used in an affirmative, positive
context,” Espey said.
One result of the FACA was
rejuvenation of the Gay Straight
Alliance with Spanish teacher
Nancy Fink as its new adviser.
“My hope is with more focus we
can do more things like sponsor a
coffeehouse,” Fink said. “I hope
it will be an activity that people
feel comfortable coming to. It’s
a gay-straight alliance and the
‘alliance’ is an important part of
that.”
Other members of the FACA
included Krista Dhruv, School
Counselor; Marla Hollandsworth,
Park Habitat Coordinator; Jenny
Harbold, Fourth Grade teacher;
Maria Lawson, Associate Director of Middle School Admission
and Outreach; Emily Liss, Lower
School music; Debbie Roffman,
Human Sexuality; Dave Tracey,
School Counselor; and Susannah
Wolf, Lower School Assistant
Principal.
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One of the most prized privileges of being a junior at Park is
driving to school. Not anymore.
Parking on campus for juniors is
now forbidden.
To increase carpool efficiency
and improve traffic conditions on
Old Court Road, the school has
added a new carpool lane to the
main parking lot, and changed
student parking privileges.

This new carpool line, which
runs along the pond-side of the
parking lot, is designated for
Middle and Upper school traffic, with the old carpool line
now reserved for Lower School.
Construction of the new lane resulted in the loss of 20 parking
spots, and created a new student
parking arrangement: Seniors
now park in the upper lot, and
juniors’ cars are off campus at
Meadowood Regional Park.

Shuttles between Meadowood
and campus run before and after
school beginning at 7:45 a.m.,
and ending at 7:00 p.m. Using
existing staff and buses means
that there is no additional cost to
the school, and gives juniors access to their cars after the school
day is over. Nevertheless, many
are unhappy with the new system.
“It sucks,” said junior driver Hannah Weese, “My mom
picked me up at school a couple
of days ago and there were 25
cars in the bottom lot. It bothered
me because we have to park so
far away as juniors, but there’s
no one on the lower lot.”
While some are annoyed
by the matter, others like Maia
Draper-Reich ‘12 are less critical. “They’re doing everything
they can to make sure the system
they have in place runs smoothly,” said Reich. “It’s inconvenient, but it works.”
Director of Safety and Security Bob Peck sees the new
arrangement as a great success.

“I’ve gotten a lot of compliments
on the new carpool system,” he
said. “I was out there yesterday,
and nearly one in every five parents rolled down their window
to say that this is working out
well.”
Head of School Dan Paradis
views the changes positively, too.
“What we wanted to do was to
create enough spaces so that on
a regular day the likelihood was
good that a spot will be available,” Paradis said. “Early indications are that this plan seems
to be working.”
While the administration
considers these changes a great
success, many students are upset
by the excess of parking spots
which they are not allowed to
use. “If we were to find that
we’ve overcompensated, then
nothing would make us happier
than to say ‘Hey we have a few
more spots available for student
parkers,” said Paradis, “but the
odds that we would have enough
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Yeah, I’ve got straight A’s. Don’t roll your eyes.
Want to hang out this Saturday? Oh wait; you’re probably doing homework (smirk
and stifled laugh).
Why are you spending so
much time on that? It’s not
being graded (eye roll).
The Park philosophy
depicts an environment fueled by students who crave
knowledge and share a genuine desire to learn and push
themselves in all areas of
academia.
Teachers feed off of students who are self-motivated, interested and willing
to challenge themselves to
achieve the best education
available.
But truthfully, the Upper
School is not the well-oiled
utopia described above.
Yes, there are those who
strive for high marks on papers and tests, participate in
clubs, and talk to teachers
outside of class, but there is
a difference between those
who do the minimum and
those who reach above and
beyond.
These are the students
who do not settle for anything but top grades, who

pour over textbooks, perfect lab reports, take leadership roles in clubs, and push
themselves to be better than
their best.
This is not an editorial
to preach overachievement.
Everyone’s approach to education is different, everyone
challenges himself or herself
differently, and everyone’s
tolerance for information is
set at a different level.
But what should not be
different is the respect for
students who wish to push
themselves in school.
Catcher in the Rye? You
read that outside of school?
Why?
The speaker’s voice changes to a critical tone and finishes the questioning with a
disgusted facial expression.
If you have been the recipient of such a comment,
then you understand the real
question is not why, but why
not? Why wouldn’t you read
a famous piece of literature?
Why wouldn’t you work
hard on an assignment even
if it weren’t graded? Why
wouldn’t you put time into
work you cared about, even
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if it was on a weekend?
In a teenage world programmed with television
shows depicting ditsy girls
and dopey boys messing
around hallways with no extracurricular activities (save
being a rock star) or intellectual interests, real world
teenagers miss the fact that

LEARNING IS COOL. Being smart is nothing to be
ashamed of. Getting straight
A’s is not embarrassing or
“nerdy” it’s awesome.
Don’t laugh at a friend
who wants to study, who
raises his or her hand frequently in class or who
stands to ask questions dur-

ing assemblies. If challenging yourself academically
is not for you, then fine, but
don’t put down someone who
wants to learn for the sake of
learning. Having a passion
for something other than Facebook, Gossip Girl, or the
Jersey Shore, is nothing to
roll your eyes at.

Cartoon by K. Posner ‘12
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of fun. By far, the most significant of these
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The current philosophy is very much
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geared toward explaining how Park works
Some material courtesy of American Society of Newspaper Editors/MCT Campus High to incoming teachers. It refers to students
School Newspaper Service.
as “they” and many of our treasured lines,

such as “positive expectations produce
positive virtues,” are instructions for
teachers on how to treat students. Our
new philosophy would be written by students and geared toward students. I’d tell
you what it would only, I can’t, because
it will say whatever you want it to say; if
you listen to the announcements for the
Philosophy Committee dates, you come
and define what Park is about for generations to come.
Less significant, though still very intriguing, is the Public Fun Committee.
The job of actively finding creative ways
to make students smile is work that I believe in, and I’m glad to say that Senate
will be doing lots of it this year. Already,
brainstorming has come up with spontaneous piñatas, balloon filled lockers, and
some sort of free-for-all beard shaving
party. All in all, I think it’s going to be a
great year.

Lots-a-love, Jamie DeMarco ‘11
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Kindergarten offers early drop off
by Julia Gross ‘13
There are two significant changes in the
Kindergarten drop off system this year.
For the first time, parents may bring their
children into the kindergarten building as
early as 8:00 am.
Development Associate Liz Stierhoff,
who is also a kindergarten assistant, oversees students in the pre-school multi-purpose room until 8:15 when they may go
into their classrooms. In years past, parents were not allowed to bring children
into school before 8:15.
The second change is that parents are
now permitted to drop off their children

in the kindergarten circle where they are
greeted by Head of School Dan Paradis
or Lower School Assistant Principal Susannah Wolf, and then escorted into the
building.
This is different from past years when
parents were required to park and then
walk in their children.
According to Wolf, the new curbside
parking was tested and found successful
last year during construction of the circle.
The administrators then decided to try it
for the 2010 school year.
This new practice was implemented to
help parents who didn’t have time to walk

Veracross gives access
to online report cards
by Jeremy Cohen ‘12

Some students and teachers are disturbed by its implications for privacy and
jokingly call it “Skynet” – of Terminator
fame. Others embrace it as a simplification of their lives. “It,” of course, is Veracross, the new database software.
Veracross is a program made for schools
that consolidates important information
into one system. Students and parents
can log on to see report cards and comments, messages from faculty, homework
assignments, course pages, and even the
directory. Veracross also has a schedule
of each student’s classes as well as events
like athletic games and off days.
Veracross consolidates many functions
that used to be handled by unsynchronized,
separate programs. For example, the previous Upper School scheduler, Kim Baylis, used to transfer each student’s grades
manually from the grading program to the
report card program.
“We had one program for transcripts,
another program that would keep information about phone numbers, and another
place where admissions data was kept,”
said Bob Carter, the new Upper School
Scheduler. Veracross stores all this information in one place.

The college counseling office has its
own database, Naviance. The college
counselors have used Naviance for several
years, but this year is the first that students
will also be able to access it. Transcripts
will now be sent electronically through
Naviance instead of by mail. Students
can also check online to see whether their
transcript has been sent instead of asking
the school. The college counseling office expects these changes will improve
efficiency. “Colleges will lose less of
our materials in their overflowing mailrooms,” said College Guidance Counselor
Tina Forbush.
The faculty expects both Naviance
and Veracross will save much paper. The
school will now send report cards home
by e-mail over Veracross, and beginning
next year, the directory will cease to be
printed and will only exist online.
Even though Veracross offers the possibility of many functions like course
pages, links, and homework assignments,
teachers must decide whether or not to
use them. “I think what’s going to happen this year is going to be a process of
faculty learning what this system can do
and making a decision about whether they
want to use it or not,” Carter said.

their kids into the building.
This is the case for Park faculty with
kids in the kindergarten, for whom dropping off children in the morning is a challenge.
The new system appears to be beneficial. “It has revolutionized my morning,”
said Upper School Science teacher Julie
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Rogers.
“This is what they’ve needed for years,
[and I] hope they never go back.”
According to Kindergarten teacher
Jo Anne Yamaka, the new program has
been going smoothly, and is expected to
become more and more popular and the
year goes on.

CCCP works for
stream’s salvation
by Alex Elias ‘11
Upper School students fondly remember Lower School recess and science classes spent exploring the Moores
Branch stream. With recent concern about
the stream’s health, Upper School students have taken action to help save the
water.
Problems were reported when in
2007, the Baltimore County Department
of Environmental Protection and Resource Management randomly selected
the Moores Branch Stream to be part of
a county-wide stream survey to assess
living resources in the streams of the
county.
They used a ranking system of one to
five, one being the lowest and any ranking
from 1.0 to 1.9 considered “very poor.”
Moores Branch stream was given a score
of 1.33, with erosion as a major reason
for the low score.
In 2007, the Climate Change Committee at Park (CCCP) submitted a grant
proposal to the Chesapeake Bay Trust and
received $20,000 in funding to treat storm
water runoff from the main parking lot
into Moores Branch Stream. The bioretention project, called a “rain-garden,”
uses underground drains, sand layers, a
series of pools of water created by small
“check dams,” and native vegetation to
slow the runoff and remove the contaminants. In addition, it will function as a
habitat for songbirds, butterflies, and
other insects.
The previous stormwater runoff sys-

tem was outdated and unhealthy for
the stream. “When it rained, too much
water went into the stream too quickly
and caused issues with erosion,” Upper
School history teacher and CCCP faculty
adviser Daniel Jacoby said. “Additionally, the quality of the runoff was very
low.”
The solution was to construct a raingarden at the end of the main parking lot
closest to the stream, which slows the
runoff and removes much of the pollution. Using a design by Daft, McCune
and Walker, a land development firm,
Equiscape Services took on the project
which involves the removal of an existing
concrete drain, excavating and retrofitting
the existing grass channel, installing an
underdrain, modifying the soils, and adding check dams and native plants.
In a letter to the Chesapeake Bay Trust,
Executive Director of the Jones Falls Watershed Association Halle Van der Gaag
wrote, “Rarely have I seen a project with
more promise to 1) actually treat a significant quantity of polluted runoff [and]
2) engage and educate students, teachers,
administration as well as visitors to the
school about the pollutant loads associated with stormwater.”
Van der Gaag continued, “This project
will serve as a model for other public and
private institutions looking to treat parking lot runoff. The Jones Falls Watershed
Association will look to share results and
lessons learned with fellow organizations
through established networks and conferences throughout the region.”

New carpool lanes push
juniors’ cars off campus
Parking continued from p. 1
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As Upper School scheduler Bob Carter spends much of his day working on the
new Veracross database system.

spots to make a significant difference are
rather low.”
Other members of the community have
made such suggestions as the construction of a new parking lot on the hill above
Tompkins field. “The creation of a new
parking lot would be prohibitively expensive in an era where the school is trying to
make tuition increases lower and get by
with less,” said Upper School Principal
Mike McGill, “so for a lot less money

we decided to adapt the parking lot to improve the flow of carpool.”
There are other reasons, besides cost,
that a new lot isn’t being built at school.
“I would hate for us to build a parking lot
before we have done everything possible
to work within our existing footprint,”
said Paradis. “Discussion and debate will
continue between folks--we wouldn’t be
Park if we didn’t--but as a preliminary
step in trying to address some of these
challenges, I think this was the right thing
to do.”
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The SEX view of French culture
Column
T
W
Mbengue offers African
by Leah Shapiro ‘12

The Sex column is a space designed
for students to talk openly about issues
related to sexual orientation, gender, and
romance.

by Ellie Kahn ‘12

hen my parents decided to send
me to a coed school at the age
of five and three quarters, they
were clearly thinking ahead. They thought
of me with my moppy little haircut and
purple Jellies, and how I would be conversing every day with boys.
They liked
the idea that
those simple
relationships
with the opposite sex at
an early age
would help
me to adjust
socially years
later, and how it would be possible for me
to have boy (pause, pause) friends, rather
than just boyfriends. They thought right. I
loved growing up with boys. I remember
being fascinated in Kindergarten with how
easily they could all make truck sound
effects. I wanted guy friends.
Upon entering middle school, relationships on a deeper level started to make
some kind of sense. Even before middle
school, dating and just straight up sex
were something everyone was conscious
about. Throughout the years at Park, we
girls have grown up having guy friends,
which has gotten us closer to figuring out
how they operate. This in theory would
make dating easier than in a single sex
school situation (tongue twister?) where
there wouldn’t be that kind of relationship.
But dating at a coed school is much more
difficult psychologically because of the
word that makes everyone want to crawl
back into bed and un-live the moment they
experienced it: rejection.
At a single sex school there is no risk
in dating because one won’t need to face
the other person on a daily basis. At Park,
we have the social skills, but it is harder
to commit in fear of things not working
out. Catholic school girls have it easy.
They get to wear miniskirts everyday and
don’t need to worry about a relationship
not working out because they can just join
a convent.
We go to a school that is the complete
opposite, but Park kids in reality discover
even more about relationships. We learn at
a young age how to have healthy relationships with the opposite sex and we learn
how to cope with rejection. As I finish my
last two years at Park, I’ll think about my
daily interactions with guys. What else
can I learn? Hopefully, how to make authentic truck sound effects.

eaching is in El Hadji Malik Mbengue’s blood. Growing up in Senegal, while Mbengue’s father was
a farmer, his mother was a language teacher. Yet, Mbengue did not always have his
mind set on teaching.
As a boy, Mbengue’s schedule was
busy; he attended Koran school after the
regular school day to learn Arabic. But,
the best time of his day came after, when
he played soccer until his mom called
him home. “My life growing up was
pretty much school and soccer,” he said.
On weekends Mbengue would work his
father’s farm and only “sometimes” did
homework.
Mbengue left
behind a large family when he moved
to the United
States. His mother,
his father’s third
wife, had six boys.
Mbengue
has
even more siblings
from his father’s
other two wives.
Having many
siblings came in
handy during soccer games. “I have
enough brothers
and sisters to have
a soccer team,” he
said.
After graduating college in
Dakar, Mbengue
received a scholarship to go abroad for graduate school.
While Mbengue learned English in
school, he learned British English, so he
felt there was still much to learn in the
United States.
Mbengue remembers his search for an
American University. “I sat with my ad-

viser flipping through this huge book of
schools, when I finally came across the
University of Louisville. I choose it because it sounded French,” he said.
After receiving his Master’s Degree
from The University of Louisville, Mbengue felt there was still more to learn. He
spent four years, from 2006 to 2010,
working towards his PhD in cinema and
French at the University of Wisconsin,
Madison.
It was not until two summers ago that
Mbengue discovered his passion for teaching. After working at a language summer
camp, Middlebury-Monterey Language
Academy in Vermont, he found his calling. “I fell in love with teaching younger
students,” he
said.
In addition
to a love for
teaching, Park’s
new French
teacher also
enjoys dancing
to everything
from rap to
salsa to African
dance. “I love
to dance! African dancing has
always been a
big part of my
culture and
what dances I
didn’t know, I
discovered.”
As for Mbengue’s expectations for the
coming year,
“I hope to give
the Park students experience and background. Most of the French taught here is
based on French Culture from France, but
there is so much French Culture that takes
place outside of France, and I believe the
students will really benefit from learning
more about these other cultures.”

Spanish teacher Maria Perez-Gross joins the Up
two classes.

What’s easy in t
is not always ea
by Jesse Orr ‘11

B

y senior year, almost everyone drives.
We freak out when there might only be
enough spaces for half our grade to park,
and we consider it a right to be able to drive
where we want, when we want.
But for new Spanish Teacher Maria PerezGrose, coming from Buenos Aries, Argentina 13
years ago, “the culture of the car” was one of the
scariest things to face in the United States.
“In Buenos Aries, you don’t need a car,” said
Maria. People take buses, taxis, subways, or
walk – but there’s no need for a car. “It would
be such a hassle; there’s no space for parking,
and driving there is crazy.”
Almost all the streets may be one-way, but
the green-yellow-red-yellow-green (so everyone
has yellow at the same time) traffic light patters
make for continual excitement.
When Maria Perez-Grose arrived from Argentina to teach Spanish in North Carolina, she
was in for a shock. She had one month of driving experience in 1997, and the first task the six

Word on the Stre
“Having everything in 3-D
takes away from the experience.
“I think it should be more about
“3-D is only worth it for action
Regular 2-D TV can still bring the story than how it looks on the
movies.”
you in the moment,”
screen.”
-Sam Imhoff ‘14
-Kayla Franze ’11.
-Thomas Schneider ’14.
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Has Park caught Schechter Syndrome?
Why the Jewish student population increases in the Upper School

S

photo by R. Ringler ‘11
per School this year as a part-time teacher with

the classroom
asy on the road
immigrant teachers had to do was drive from
Chapel Hill to Greensboro on the highway for
the first time ever.
“There were so many things I didn’t know – if
I should stay in the exit lane or one over, how
to merge,” she said, “I couldn’t sleep that whole
night, I was so nervous.”
When the program coordinators realized the
six Argentines didn’t really know how to drive
– they found a solution.
Sort of. With an American in front, the immigrant teachers formed a six-car-caravan on the
highway. Still though, it was hard; “I couldn’t
stay in the lane,” she said.
The immigrant experience is more than just
different food (the steak is both better and cheaper in Argentina) and missing family.
It’s about things we consider so basic we no
longer think of them (at least those of us who
drive).
Of course, there are other nice differences,
“everything works [here]; the organization is
better.” And Argentina is, “more fun and more
chaos.” But the biggest difference might be the
20-minute daily commute we make every day.

tudents frequently joke about the
size of the Jewish population at
Park. In fact, 50 percent of our
student body is Jewish, according to the
school’s website. While plenty of Jewish students have been going to Park
their whole lives, the Jewish population
increases in high school. Some of these
students come from Krieger Schechter
Day School (KSDS).
Though the school’s admissions office
doesn’t see a trend, maintaining that the
number of inquiries from KSDS families
over the past five years has remained
steady, the enrollment numbers over recent years are hard to ignore.
In 2005, three KSDS students enrolled
at Park, and two came the following year.
Yet, in both 2007 and 2008, six Schechter
students joined the student body. With the
exception of 2009, when only one KSDS
student transferred to Park, the numbers
continue to increase; over 10 current
freshmen of the class of 2014, making
up almost 12 percent of their grade, are
Schechter alum.
Mennette DuBose San-Lee, Director of
Enrollment Management, provides several reasons for KSDS families’ interest
in Park. “As an independent school that
ends in eighth grade, Krieger Schechter
families are actively seeking high school
options and are motivated to seek information from a number of available high
schools, particularly close high schools,”
Dubose San-Lee said. Another advantage is that 50-70 percent of families at
KSDS’s high school fair take Park application packets.
DuBose San-Lee finds another aspect
that attracts KSDS families is familiarity. “The main reason for this swell has
to do with the large number of Schechter
students with older siblings attending Park
and/or a parent who is a Park graduate.
It stands to reason that students with a
family connection to Park are more likely
to apply,” DuBose San-Lee said. “We’re

happy with the number of students from
Krieger Schechter, and definitely want to
be on their radar.”
Regardless, there is frequent talk
amongst students about a supposed
“Schechter Syndrome.” That is, an “overtaking” of the Upper School by former
KSDS students. This year, eight percent
of high school students are KSDS alum.
Upper School students have noticed
the increase in Schechter Alum as well.
“Krieger Schechter students have a large
and noticeable presence in the Upper
School,” said Brandon Keiser ‘11.
Josh Leibow Feeser agrees. “There are
so many [KSDS alum at Park], and they’re
all involved in the largest clubs and activities,” he said.
Recent enrollment of KSDS students
is not only attributed to the education

received at the school. “While it is true
that KSDS does a very fine job preparing students academically for the rigors
of our program, more important is what
the individual brings. We seek students
who will have academic success, but also
students who will contribute to the life of
the school,” DuBose San-Lee said.
There is something about Park that
attracts so many KSDS students to the
school. “Robotics was a strong incentive,” Jeremy Cohen ‘10 said, regarding
his choice to come to Park. For Brandon
Steiner ’11, the newfound independence
that Park offered was one of the most appealing aspects. “Coming from a school
like Schechter, where there were strict
rules and uniforms and such,” he said.
“The idea of a school where personal freedom was valued seemed like paradise.”

photo by E. Gross ‘11
Josh Potash ‘11 and Juliet Eisenstein ‘11 are both graduates of Krieger Schechter
class of 2007, and hold leadership positions for Habitat for Humanity.

eet: How do you feel about 3-D movies?
“3-D movies’ should not be a
“It’s really exciting; I saw Ava“I feel like they’re doing it to make tar the first day it came out in 3-D genre of its own. As an effect, 3-D
money when it doesn’t add anything.” and it was awesome.”
is fine.”
-Julia Boscov-Ellen ‘11
-Brandon Steiner ‘11
-Mai Asmerom ‘13

“Overrated.”
-Oliver Lippman ‘11
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Head to Head
Senior Blake Pruitt and
Sophomore Sophie Neiman share
opinions on the mosque at Ground Zero
by Sophie Neiman ‘13

M

ost Americans remember
where they were on September
11, 2001, who they were with,
and what they were doing when the news
about the Twin Towers broke.
This year, the bigoted and overlysensitive have stirred controversy into an
already fraught day. Tempers are rising
over a plan to build an Islamic cultural
center a few blocks from the site of the
former World Trade Centers. The cultural
center is commonly — and incorrectly
— referred to as “the mosque at ground
zero.” The planned center would focus
on teaching tolerance; there would be a
pool, an auditorium, day care, and lastly,
a small mosque.
However, planners have faced a good
deal of criticism. Former governor Sarah
Palin described the center as “an unnecessary provocation.” Bill Keller of Tampa
Bay plans to build a Christian center to
counteract “the victory mosque.” Former mayor Rudolf Giuliani also opposes
the project, believing it will offend the
families of those killed in the terrorist attacks.
This hostility is reprehensible. First
of all, prominent politicians seem to
have completely forgotten that the First
Amendment guarantees the right to freedom of religion, and that this country
was founded on, among other things, the
principle of religious liberty. In addition,
a center focused on peace and tolerance
is just what America needs to heal from
the 9/11 tragedy. The fact that so many
people are against the center makes its
construction all the more necessary. The
center could teach us all.
Some believe that a center should be
built, but call for a change in location.
New York Governor David Patterson
seemed eager to find a new site for the
building. He said, “Frankly, if the sponsors were looking for a property anywhere
at a distance, it would accommodate a better feeling among the people who are frustrated; I would look into trying to provide
them with the state property they would
need.”
Whatever the case, moving the proposed center is not a solution; it shows
that even America lacks true religious
freedom. It proves that some Americans
are so ignorant that they would attempt
to force a group of peace seeking Muslims to choose a different place of worship just because they happen to be the
same religion of a small group of extrem-

ists. It isn’t even limited to the “Ground
Zero Mosque;” Ramadan prayers were
continuously disrupted this year, and
in Murfreesboro, Tennessee, Temecula,
California, and Sheboygan, Wisconsin,
Muslim communities seeking to build or
expand mosques have been met with opposition.
There is nothing wrong with building
the center in the originally proposed location in Lower Manhattan. I don’t see it
as an affront to families of 9/11 victims.
Though our sympathy is with them at this
time of year, a community center meant
to foster peace should not be seen as insensitive or insulting. Rather, building
the mosque as planned is a step on the
road to broader understanding, and the
controversy is a reminder of our need to
end an era of prejudice.

by Blake Pruitt ‘11

I

t’s no suprise that at this point in
time, just after the ninth anniversary
of 9/11, the construction of a Muslim community center and mosque two
blocks north of ground zero is causing
controversy.
When first saying it, it seems almost
like a joke. Why would anyone even think
to suggest this idea that feels like an ironic
joke to some, and a slap in the face to
others?
Yes, I realize that the terrorists behind
the 9/11 attacks used Islam as a disgraceful excuse for their actions.
I know that Islam is a peaceful religion
and most of its followers had absolutely
nothing to do with 9/11.

The end is near!
They’re invading!
They’re going to take
over and control the
world!
We are all going to

die!
cartoon by R. Gitter ‘12

(Alejandra Villa/Newsday/MCT)

Opponents of the proposed Islamic cultural center near Ground Zero protest
in lower Manhattan, New York, Saturday, September 11, 2010.

I understand that Feisal Abdul Rauf,
the Imam who plans to build the Park51
community center, has every constitutional right to do so, and that the government
has no legal right to stop him.
According to the Religious Land Use
and Institutionalized Persons Act, any
government action attempting to restrict
the building of a religious institution
would need to be “the least restrictive of
means” of serving a “compelling government interest.”
But, what I don’t understand or accept
is the desire to build said Muslim community center.
Just because the center is constitutionally allowed does not make it a good
idea.
It’s highly unlikely that the organizers of this project did not anticipate the
extreme backlash that they would create.
This makes them either just plain naive or
obscenely incendiary.
I, like 61 percent of voters polled by
Opinion Dynamics Corp., believe that the
Muslim group has every right to build a
mosque and community center two blocks
north of ground zero.
But I, like 64 percent of voters, also
believe it is wrong to build this mosque.
Ultimately, the argument comes down to
the feelings of those most affected by the
attacks on September 11.
Debra Burlingame, whose brother was
killed in the September 11 attack on the
Pentagon, said, “I think that it is incredibly insensitive and audacious really for
them to build a mosque, not only on that
site, but to do it specifically so that they
could be in proximity to where that atrocity happened.”
Rauf, on the other hand, contends that,
“We’ve approached the community because we want this to be an example of
how we are cooperating with the members
of the community, not only to provide services but also to build a new discourse
on how Muslims and non-Muslims can
cooperate together to push back against
the voices of extremism.”
If the organizers of this project truly
want to cooperate with members of the
community, they should heed the words
of those who lost friends and family in
the tragedy.
It doesn’t matter what these sentiments
are based on; these families deserve to
be respected and their wishes taken seriously.
The mosque is an inconsiderate proposal, and although it is by every legal
means allowed, it is by no means a good
idea.
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Misleading summer fare
not worth ticket prices
by Ellie Kahn ‘12

A

s moviegoers
pushed open
the fingerprintsmudged glass doors into
the bright summer day of
2009, hardly anyone threw
down their ticket stub in
rage or felt like less of a
person for spending $10
on a miserable two hours.
In fact, last summer presented a quality collection
of movies, some of which
made over $400,000,000
and won multiple Oscars.
This summer’s movies
were all over the place.
The most misleading
movie of the summer was
The Kids Are All Right,
written and directed by
Lisa Cholodenko and
released on July 30. Advertised as a comedy, the
movie was more like a
drama.
The Los Angeles family consists of Nic (Annette Benning), her partner
Jules (Julianne Moore),
and their two children,
Joni (Mia Wasikowska)
who was named after Joni
Mitchell, and her younger
brother Laser (Josh Hutcherson).
The kids begin to establish a relationship with
their sperm donor, Paul
(Mark Ruffalo) who outdoes the Fonz with his
leather jacket. The new
relationship puts stress on
the lesbian pair and affects
everyone in the family.

Cholodenko did a fantastic job with The Kids
are All Right, but it was
rich with deadpan humor
throughout. The family issues were vengeful and the
audience left of the movie
wishing the credits had
more upbeat music.
The most boring movie
of the summer was Salt, released July 23 and directed
by Phillip Noyce. It stars
a blonde Angelina Jolie as
CIA agent Evelyn Salt.
The movie is centered

around information from a
Russian spy: the President
of Russia will be assassinated and the name of the
assassin is Evelyn Salt.
Salt, with lips pursed and
hair in better shape than a
Garnier Fructis commercial, then goes on the run,
accused of being a double
agent.
Of all the necessary criteria for a successful action
movie: suspense, plot twist,
developed characters, and

good action, Salt included
none.No one could understand how Jolie miraculously survived stunts
too ridiculous for a James
Bond film, only suffering
one black eye.
The most overhyped
movie of the summer was
Inception, directed by
Christopher Nolan and released July 16. With most
movies, it takes time before the audience realizes
it sucks. With Inception,
about five minutes into the
movie, I wished I had given my $12 to the homeless
man outside the theater.
Inception contains a plot
somewhere, but it is covered up by effects, crumbling cities, and a lot of
floating. The script seems
to have been crammed into
a paper shredder and taped
back together by a blind
person.
You never know who
the people are or what they
want. There is absolutely
no character development
and you barely learn anyone’s name. It would be
much better as a video
game.
If you didn’t have time
to hit the theaters this summer, don’t bother scrolling
through new releases at
Redbox.
Let’s look forward to
a more sophisticated fall
season of movies, and if
Inception wins an Oscar
for anything, I may have
to write a personal letter to
The Academy.

photo courtesy filmschoolrejects.com
Nic (Annette Benning) and Jules (Julianne Moore) join Paul (Mark Ruffalo) for a
homecooked meal in The Kids are All Right. Nic and Jules’ two kids arranged the
meal so the two mothers could create a relationship with Paul.

photo courtesy colouredlights.wordpress.com
Catherine Zeta-Jones takes a bow after finishing a Friday night performance of the
hit Broadway musical A Little Night Music. Zeta-Jones is one of many Hollywood
stars to apear on stage this summer.

Broadway turns to
celebrities for appeal
by Blake Pruitt ‘11

D

enzel Washington. Catherine ZetaJones. Scarlett Johansson. Among
them, they have three Academy Awards,
two Golden Globes, and a level of fame
that many would consider super-stardom.
And, as of this past June, they all have
something else in common: their Tony
Awards.
The 64th Annual Tony Awards, hosted
by Sean Hayes (currently starring in Promises, Promises with Kristin Chenoweth),
were quite possibly the most star-studded in history. Three of the major acting
awards went to bona fide movie stars: Best
Leading Actor in a Play to Washington in
Fences, Beast Leading Actress in a Musical to Zeta-Jones in A Little Night Music,
and Best Featured Actress in a Play to Johansson in A View from the Bridge. Joining them was Viola Davis, Best Leading
Actress in a Play for Fences, and Douglas
Hodge, Best Leading Actor in a Musical
for La Cage aux Folles.
Other stars nominated this year were
Liev Schreiber, Jude Law, Alfred Molina, Christopher Walken, Laura Linney, Kelsey Grammer, Sean Hayes, and
David Alan Grier. This sudden uptick
in big names headlining shows has left
many theatergoers, including myself, with
mixed feelings.
In the past two seasons on Broadway,
more celebrities than ever have been making their way from Hollywood to Broadway: Daniel Craig and Liev Schreiber in
A Steady Rain, Jeremy Piven in Speed the
Plow, Jude Law in Hamlet, and most recently, Molly Shannon who has been cast
as a replacement in the current revival of
Promises, Promises.
Broadway actors and fans debate
whether this is all producer-led stunt casting, a genuine interest in the theater by
big-name actors, or a combination of the

two. Even if it takes casting Al Pacino
as Shylock in The Merchant of Venice to
get tourists to see a Shakespeare play, it’s
worth it.
This method has certainly worked.
By the last week of Shakespeare in the
Park, the line of fans camping out for free
tickets to the next day’s show could be
seen by audience members leaving at the
end of the previous night’s performance.
It’s not clear whether these people knew
what show they were waiting 12 hours
to see, or just that they were going to see
Al Pacino, Jesse Tyler Ferguson (Modern
Family), and Jesse L. Martin perform live
on stage.
With Broadway grosses up 2.9% this
quarter compared to last year, and attendance up 1.1% in this economy, I think
it’s safe to say that recognizable names
have made a difference. Unfortunately,
while celebrities can attract a new crowd
to Broadway shows, they can also take
jobs from working theater actors.
While Denzel Washington is an amazing actor, it’s unfortunate that someone
with an equal amount of talent but not as
much fame was not able to work simply
because he’s not a celebrity. This phenomenon also draws audiences away from
shows without big names.
Next Fall, an outstanding play by Geoffrey Nauffts is a prime example. The show,
which did extremely well off-Broadway,
kept its entire celebrity-free cast when it
transferred to Broadway earlier this year.
It closed July 4, after only 26 previews
and 132 regular performances.
It’s sad that it takes celebrity stunt casting to attract audiences to the theater, but
it has proven to be effective. I can’t say
that I’ll be protesting every Broadway
show with celebrities in it, but I can say
that I will spread the word about outstanding shows based on the merit of the show
and craftsmanship – not the star power
of the cast.
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Players to watch
by Jake Max ‘12
Girls’ Varsity Field
Hockey: Rachel Day ‘14
Rachel began play
playing field hockey
in fifth
fifth grade and
has since become a
standout
d ut player. As a
do
freshman,
hman, she is sure
to make an impact on
the field, where she
will start as the center
halfback.
back.
The transition from
middle
dle school to upper school sport
sports
ts
isn’tt an easy one,
and for many athletess their first
preseason
season
experieri-

ence is a shock.
“It was interesting,” Day
said. “Really long, but a good
team bonding experience.
We needed the practice
and now we’re ready.”
Now that the season
has finally begun,
Rachel is excited. “We
have a lot
of potential,” she
said, and
her presence on the
field will
definitely
help the
team on
the road
to success.

Girls’ Varsity Soc
Girls
Soccer: Arianna Strome ’12
A third year varsity
athlete, and returning
starting goalie, Arianna
Strome’s goaltending
experience extends beyond just Park sports.
She also plays goalie for the Baltimore
Bays, a premier
club team.
After last
year’s lackluster season, in
which
Girls’
Varsity
Soccer

failed to rec
record a single
win, new fr
freshmen talent indic
indicates a promising future
for the program,
gram in which
Str
Strome’s
ability and expeit
rrience should
be put to
good use.
In her own
words, “We’ll
w
be sstronger with
our new freshmen, our seniors
s
have
really grown as players,
and we’ve learned to play better as a team.”
Look for Strom
Strome’s continued excellence in goal to propel a rejuvenated team into a
new era.

Freshmen join varsity socccer
by Daniel Stern ‘12
Every practice, one carries
balls and the other carries water – from the athletic center,
down past the pond, through
the parking lot, across the
bridge, into the meadow, up
the hill, over the track, and
onto Kelly Field. On the Girls’
Varsity Soccer team, there’s a
methodical rotation that divvies out ball and water duties
to every player, of every age.
But this is no girls’ team. Of
the 19 members of the Boys’
Varsity Soccer team, only
the two freshmen, Francesco
Porcarelli and Daniel Shasho,
bear these monotonous responsibilities.
After the dust settled from
a taxing preseason, Porcarelli
and Shasho were the only
freshmen chosen to play on
Boys’ Varsity Soccer. When
asked what separated the two
from the pack, Coach Lucky
Mallonee ’62 said, “They
were among the most talented, which was obviously
a key. But, more importantly,
they were able to withstand
the mental aspects of playing
at the Varsity level.”
“Most of our ninth graders come in still thinking of
themselves as eighth graders,” Mallonee continued, “and
they’re always a bit in awe of

the upperclassmen that they’d
be playing with. That’s a big
hurdle, and it takes a mature
kid to get over it.”
It wasn’t just their perception of the upperclassmen that
Porcarelli and Shasho needed
to get over, though. It was also
the upperclassmen’s perception
of them. As freshmen, they’re
delegated, as Josh Kolodner ’11
puts it, the “freshmen responsibilities.” They’re expected
not only to carry the balls and
water to each practice, but also
to fill up cups of water during

the games, and to always give
extra effort and hustle.
Furthermore, the pair is
subjected to the occasional
ridicule of the upperclassmen.
Any former freshman athlete
might recall that “pissant” is
more than just a temporary label. Still, Porcarelli, for one,
is thankful for the relative
kindness of his specific senior
class. “It’s true that they sometimes make fun of us a little,
but honestly it hasn’t been that
bad,” he said. “Compared to
what I’ve heard about senior

photo by R. Ringler ‘11
Daniel Shasho ‘14 and Francesco Porcarelli ‘14 carry the water to a game September 14.

classes in the past, we’ve had
it so good.”
Their roles on the team extend beyond just “freshman responsibilities.” Both Porcarelli
and Shasho figure to play extensively over the course of the
season. “In terms of immediate
impact,” Mallonee says, “Fran
has earned a starting position
at midfield and Daniel has gotten himself to a point where
he’ll either be a starter or an
important reserve.”
As players, though, neither
is looking to be the hero. “I’m
just going to put forth a lot of
effort as a role-player,” Shasho
said. “I’m going to do my best
to contribute and watch how
the seniors play and lead, so
that, by the time I’m their age,
I can try to help lead my own
team.” Similarly, Porcarelli
admits, “I’ll assist more than
I score this year.” At least for
now, his role is to be more of
a team player.
The balls, water, and “freshman” experiences are just part
of the job. For Porcarelli and
Shasho, this season is something much bigger. It’s an opportunity to contribute to the
squad, while learning from the
upperclassmen. It’s an opportunity to watch leadership in
action. It’s the beginning of a
process through which future
leaders are born.

Sports to the
Max (and Stern)

Welcome back. A lot has happened
since we first introduced you to the Sports
Section’s new format, and to our column,
“Sports to the Max (and Stern).” In fact,
we could have written this month’s column about any number of things: from
Mr. Mal’s grueling preseason, to the unprecedented amount of local and national
recognition given to the Class of 2010, to
the prevalence of students that don’t participate in any athletic activity. Still, we
eventually settled on a topic unmatched
in its timeliness and gravity.
We settled on homecoming – that is,
on the dull, lackluster occasion that Park’s
“homecoming” has become. Over the
past few years, the dance’s attendance has
dropped. Spirit week’s spirit has waned.
And today, in print, for the entire school to
read, we propose the reason: football. Or
rather, our conspicuous lack thereof.
Integral to most schools’ successful
homecomings is “the big game,” a football event unrivaled in attendance. The
“homecoming” is that of the mob of
alumni players and fans, who flock back
to school to enjoy the show. Hard hits,
big plays, and touchdown catches bring
the crowds to their feet. And the sport,
unrivaled in its watchability, promotes
gusto and enthusiasm throughout the
student body.
Fans of Friday Night Lights, and we
don’t mean Shabbat candles, will know
the image. If you’re unfamiliar, think
Lobo’s program night, but bigger. Much
bigger. Think hi-fives and roars. Think
mobs of lower- and middle-schoolers
joining the cheers from the stands. And
then, on the heels of a big victory, with an
obscenely high level of school-spirit, the
upper schoolers celebrate with a dance.
That is homecoming.
Why is football so special? Unlike other school sports, football games only happen once a week (traditionally on Friday
nights). This gives students and faculty a
legitimate opportunity to see every game,
to follow and care about the team. For
soccer and field hockey teams, this same
sentiment from the student body is virtually non-existent.
We recognize, though, that Park won’t
have a football team. Logistically, it
wouldn’t work. So, in the absence of
“the big football game,” we implore you
to show up for Saturday’s “big soccer
game.” Even if you haven’t been following the team, it’s your responsibility to
create the dynamic atmosphere that Park
has been missing out on. Bring your family, bring your friends, and let’s turn our
homecoming into “homecoming.”

